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Hago lite is chinese app

The Indian government has imposed a ban on a number of Chinese applications amid rising tensions between India and China. There were concerns about Chinese apps invading users' privacy and posing a threat to the nation's security. While TikTok, ShareIt, WeChat and UC Browser are among the most popular apps in the country to make the ban list, many Indian users
wonder if Hago is also banned in India. Read also | Is SHEIN banned in India? See the list of banned Chinese applications Is the Hago app Chinese? Yes, the Hago application is Chinese. The app is an all-in-one social and gaming app. It allows people to meet new people and play voice chat games. This allowed its users to talk to people from all over the world. India was the
second largest market for Hago after Indonesia. It accounts for 14 percent of Hag's total users. The app was available in English and Hindi and has more than 100 million downloads worldwide. Read also | Is Alibaba banned in India after a government ban on Chinese applications? Is the hago app banned in India? Hago is one of 59 apps banned in India. Hago is a social gaming
app owned by Chinese companies. According to the media portal, Hago recorded more than 50 million downloads in just a few months after its release. The app was on the rise afterwards in India. The original version of the app was removed from the Google Play Store. According to media portals, the app was suspected of violating the company's privacy policy. There have been
reports from several media portals that the app's voice enable feature is being misused. Moreover, it was suspected that the application violates the privacy of its users and that it sends its users' personal data to the GOA. Read also | Is VidMate banned in India after a government ban on Chinese applications? Why is Hago banned in India? Hago is a Chinese online gaming
platform that has become very popular among Indians. The Interior Ministry of India said it had received several complaints from various sources that many Chinese applications, including Hago, stole and concealed user data in an unauthorized manner to servers that have locations outside India, according to reports. This is the main reason why Hago is currently banned in India
along with several other Chinese applications such as TikTok, UC Browser, UC Browser Mini, SHAREit, Likee, Xender, Parallel Space, Beauty Plus and more. Read also | Is DuckDuckGo banned in India? Know About Its Country Of Origin &amp; Other Details Image credits: Likee Lite's Hagoid Instagram account, Bigo Live Lite, HAGO Lite: Lite versions of banned Chinese apps
still available on the Play Store Google removed all 59 Chinese apps banned by the Indian government earlier this week citing privacy concerns. Applications taken off and off the App Store. When removing the apps, a Google spokesperson said: As we continue to review provisional orders from the Government of India, we have developers and temporarily blocked access to
apps that remain available in the Play Store in India. Although all banned Chinese apps have been removed, their lite versions are still available in the Play Store for download. Apps like Likee Lite, VivaVideo Lite, HAGO Lite, Bigo Live Lite and Parallel Space Lite are still listed in the Play Store and are not yet blocked in the country. Likee Lite has been taken over by more than 50
million users in India VivaVideo Lite has been taken over by more than a million users in India HAGO Lite has been taken over by more than 5 lakh users in India Bigo Live Lite has been taken over by more than 10 million users in India Parallel Space Lite has been taken over by more than 10 million users in India The government of India has banned Viva Video, YouCam, Beauty
Plus and ES File Manager in India, but apps like File Explorer File Manager, VivaVideo PRO, Vigo Video Live Photo, YouCam Makeup, Beauty Camera Plus are still available for download in the Play Store. READ | The 59 Chinese apps banned by India removed from the Google Play Store, the Meitu App Store is one of 59 apps banned by the Indian government in India but other
apps developed by Meitu are still available on the Play Store including MakeupPlus, BeautyCam, Meipai, O2Cam, PlusMe Camera, BOXXCAM, AirVideo, AirBrush, Pomelo, among others. READ | UC browser banned in India: Here are some alternatives to try READ | Here's an alternative to the 59 Chinese apps banned in India While none of the 59 apps banned in the country
are available to download users who already have them installed on their smartphone will still be able to use them. However, this is not the case with the popular short video platform TikTok. READ | TikTok not working? You can try these Indian alternatives instead TikTok is completely turned off and users across the country can't use the app. About opening the TikTok app, it
warns users by stating: Dear users, we are in the process of complying with the Government of India directive to block 59 applications. Ensuring this privacy and security of all our users in India remains our highest priority.  The Indian Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress) and stay updated with the latest headlines© IE Online Media
Services Pvt Ltd New Delhi: Days after banning 59 Chinese applications due to national security concerns, The government banned another 47 Chinese applications, taking the total number of mobile applications banned for prejudging the country's sovereignty, integrity and defense, to 106.Sources close to the matter said an additional 47 Chinese applications now banned
worked as clones of applications previously blocked. See the list of banned apps here: Tiktok LiteHelo LiteSHAREit LIVE LiteVFY LiteTiktokSHAREitKwaiUC BrowserBaidu mapSheinClash of KingsDU Battery CookerHeloLikeeYouCam makeupMi Community Government Government said a full list of additional apps banned would be released soon. Until not so long ago, HAGO
(an acronym for 'Have A Good One') was an understated Chinese social gaming app. Released last November, it allows users to discover friends, play games, host 'voice parties' and earn real rewards (mobile charging stations, shopping vouchers and even smartphones and bicycles). That's exactly the kind of thing millennials tend to obsess over. HAGO's popularity hit the roof in
2019. In July, it became the sixth most downloaded app in the world, according to Sensor Tower data, falling behind only TikTok and Facebook-owned apps. In India, the HAGO witnessed dramatic growth. SimilarWeb estimates that the app has recorded more than 12 million downloads in three months, with average user sessions lasting an unprecedented 57 minutes. India is
already the hago's second largest market (in addition to Indonesia), accounting for 14 percent of its total users. The app is currently available in English and Hindi. Globally, HAGO has passed 100 million downloads on the Google Play Store, and is rated at 4.4 out of 5. Lately, the app has generated a lot of chatter on the Indian internet, with users sharing HAGO referral codes,
jokes, memes and videos. With TikTok, it is currently the app that induces curiosity the most, especially among millennials. There are 80+ games that you can play on HAGO in a format for one or more players. Popular games include Knife Hit, Brain Quiz, Juice Slash, Crazy, Snakes &amp; Ladder, Crazy Cab, Sheep Fight, Rummy, and Others. In what has emerged as THE
HAGO's most attractive feature, users can communicate via voice or text with fellow players in the in-game chat room. It resembles Yahoo chat rooms yore, just a little more colorful and interactive. Whenever you play a game, HAGO suits you with a stranger, with whom you can continue to play the game. If you enjoyed playing with someone, you can even send them a friend
request. Tour de force app is a flawless game detection and persistent nudging that makes your users engage with it longer. These incentives can take the form of game invitations, suggestions, on-screen notifications, private messages, and chat invitations. Let's take a closer look at the HAGO. The app asks permission to store your device. Provide access to the location if you
want to detect local players. You can sign in via email, mobile phone number or Facebook ID. You swear 500 coins with each application. These coins can be converted into cash and/or real gifts. In a new update, HAGO allows users to win 100 coins a day. This increases their chances of happy rheua. See Shop &amp; Coins for more. You can check my wallet section on the
sidebar to know the value of the coins and even buy them. Home shows all games in the world. The group is in the categories: Must-Play, Games With Coins, Hot Games, World-Record Games.Click on a game to start playing. The screen shows your game score, daily ranking, number of players beat, number of players online, daily goals, rewards and more. The settings icon in
the upper-right corner of each game screen gives you a snapshot of the game's results and allows you to leave or restart the game. You can follow your daily leaderboard and even show your 'winning streak' to friends. You can also automatically import contacts from Facebook or your phone list. The WeMeet feature on the homepage takes you to an assortment of potential
Tinder-like playmates. Hit the 'heart' icon to like the player. Hit the cross icon to swipe left and move on. Play with Friends lets you discover local players and your own social media contacts. Hit the message icon in the top right row to start a conversation with friends or strangers and invite them to multi-player games. You can even choose from multiple chat rooms listed in the
Channel section of the homepage. In the channel, you can hear music, voice chat with others, share emoticons, jokes, or even text messages. It serves the online community in real time. Finally, in Settings, you can change the language, manage notifications, and enable the download of the game for offline access. Mostly interesting, sometimes irresistibleHAGO is unlike any app
we've seen. It's casual gaming, messages, social discoveries and a social platform - all incorporated into one. This perhaps explains his staggering engagement rates. He's got a lot of work to do at the HAD. The app is a delight for mobile players, who are treated for free to a wide range of simple and complex titles. In the process, they can also make new friends, engage in
colloquial banter and earn real cash benefits. If you're a social person looking for a permanent companionship, HAGO is your new Facebook-cum-Tinder-cum-WhatsApp-Group. Sensor Tower conveniently puts it as a super hot app that can be your getaway for all social and casual needs. HAGO's voice chat feature goes a long way in improving access and pulling users from the
Indian cities of Tier II and III. But while there's a lot on offer, the app can sometimes overwhelm you with its colors, sounds, notifications, goals, rewards, and constant nudge. If you lose track of the game, it's hard to get your way back. You must either stop or restart. A Netflix-like resume feature could be a great addition here. The app could also do with a few more language
options that would increase local consumption. Nevertheless, HAGO is a beautifully and intelligently designed product. And, its compelling incentive structure will continue to attract millennials to the app. It hasn't even been a year, but the HAGO already has a good one! (Edited by Teja Lele Desai) Desai)
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